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Suppression of the USP10/CCND1 axis induces glioblastoma
cell apoptosis
Tong Sun1,2, Yu-jia Xu1,3, Shuo-yi Jiang1, Zhuan Xu1, Bi-yin Cao2, Gautam Sethi4, Yuan-ying Zeng5, Yan Kong2 and Xin-liang Mao1,3,6

Recent studies show that the expression of CCND1, a key factor in cell cycle control, is increased following the progress and
deteriotation of glioma and predicts poor outcomes. On the other hand, dysregulated deubiquitinase USP10 also predicts poor
prognosis for patients with glioblastoma (GBM). In the present study, we investigated the interplay between CCND1 protein and
USP10 in GBM cells. We showed that the expression of CCND1 was significantly higher in both GBM tissues and GBM-derived stem
cells. USP10 interacted with CCND1 and prevented its K48- but not K63-linked polyubiquitination in GBM U251 and HS683 cells,
which led to increased CCND1 stability. Consistent with the action of USP10 on CCND1, knockdown of USP10 by single-guided RNA
downregulated CCND1 and caused GBM cell cycle arrest at the G1 phase and induced GBM cell apoptosis. To implement this
finding in the treatment of GBMs, we screened a natural product library and found that acevaltrate (AVT), an active component
derived from the herbal plant Valeriana jatamansi Jones was strikingly potent to induce GBM cell apoptosis, which was confirmed
by the Annexin V staining and activation of the apoptotic signals. Furthermore, we revealed that AVT concentration-dependently
suppressed USP10-mediated deubiquitination on CCND1 therefore inducing CCND1 protein degradation. Collectively, the present
study demonstrates that the USP10/CCND1 axis could be a promising therapeutic target for patients with GBMs.
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INTRODUCTION
Glioblastoma (GBM) is a fast-growing, very aggressive, and largely
resistant brain tumor. Survival periods have not been significantly
improved for decades despite the introduction of various novel
effective therapies [1]. The average survival period is 9–12 months,
and the survival over 5 years is <2%. The current modalities for
GBM treatment include surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, of
which surgery can be applied for most GBM patients; however,
recurrence and resistance are frequently seen even after success-
ful neurosurgical resection [2]. Therefore, radiation and/or
chemotherapy directed toward specific molecular events is widely
used after surgery or in patients who do not undergo surgery.
Understanding the broad spectrum of events associated with
refractory/recurrent GBM is essential and urgent for the successful
treatment of GBM.
Cyclin D1 (CCND1), a member of the D-type cyclin proteins (D-

cyclins), is a key element in the control of cell cycle progression [3].
During the transition of the cell cycle from G1 to S phase, CCND1
binds to and activates cyclin-dependent kinase 4/6 (CDK4/6) to
trigger phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma protein (Rb), thus
releasing the transcription factor E2F and initiating DNA synthesis
[3]. D-cyclins harbor a specific structure called the PEST domain
that is characteristic of proteins that are rapidly turned over after
they exercise their functions in the G1-to-S phase transition of the

cell cycle [4]. Therefore, D-cyclins are normally synthesized de
novo at the appropriate time during the cell cycle transition.
However, D-cyclins are frequently overexpressed in many cancer
types, including multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma [5].
A recent study revealed that the expression of CCND1 is increased
following the progression and deterioration of glioma and that its
upregulation predicts poor outcomes [6]. CCND1 and CDK4 may
be required for glioma development, and the two proteins
mediate the development of neurologically destructive oligoden-
droglioma. Therefore, genetic loss of CCND1 impedes oligoden-
droglioma progression to higher stages of malignancy [7].
However, how the CCND1 protein is modulated in GBM is largely
unknown.
Because CCND1 harbors the PEST domain for rapid degradation,

a critical factor for its action in the modulation of cell cycle
progression and cell proliferation [8], investigation of CCND1
degradation is important for enabling control of cancer cell
proliferation. The quick turnover of CCND1 is processed via the
ubiquitin-proteasomal pathway, and the Skp1-Cul1-F-box (SCF)
family of E3 ubiquitin ligases, including ROC1–cullin and FBX4,
might mediate CCND1 ubiquitination [9]. In addition, some
deubiquitinases, including USP2a [10] and USP22 [11], have been
reported to stabilize CCND1 and promote its activity. When USP2a
is inhibited by the small-molecule compound lithocholic acid
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hydroxyamide, CCND1 undergoes degradation, resulting in
defects in cell cycle progression and suppression of cancer cell
growth [12]. We identified D-cyclin deubiquitinases by mass
spectrometry and found that ubiquitin-specific protease 10
(USP10) interacts with cyclin D1. In the present study, we found
that USP10 stabilizes CCND1 by preventing its K48-linked
polyubiquitination in GBM. Moreover, we found that the natural
product acevaltrate (AVT) can target USP10/CCND1 and induce
GBM cell apoptosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and cell culture
Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293T) and GBM cell lines
(U251, HS683) were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium. The U251 cell line was isolated from a malignant GBM
through an explant technique [13], while HS683 is a typical GBM
cell line established from explant cultures of a glioma taken from
the left temporal lobe of a 76-year-old Caucasian male [14]. All
cells were cultured in 10% fetal bovine serum (ExCell Bio, Inc.,
Shanghai, China) with appropriate antibiotics.

Plasmids and antibodies
USP10 and CCND1 plasmids were subcloned into a pcDNA3.1
vector carrying a Flag or Myc tag (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA).
USP10 and control siRNAs were provided by RiboBio, Inc.
(Guangzhou, China). The siRNAs were transfected using Lipofec-
tamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The antibodies used for immunoblotting were as follows:
anti-Ub was obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
(Santa Cruz, CA, USA); anti-GAPDH was obtained from Proteintech
Group, Inc. (Wuhan, China); anti-HA, anti-Myc and anti-Flag were
obtained from MBL Biotech Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China); and anti-poly
ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP), anti-USP10, anti-Bcl-2, anti-Mcl-1,
anti-p53, anti-K48 and anti-K63 were purchased from Cell
Signaling Technologies Co., Ltd. (Danvers, MA, USA).

Immunoblot (IB) analysis
Whole-cell lysates were prepared from cells of interest by using
cell lysis buffer. The cell lysates were then clarified by centrifuga-
tion at 10,000 × g for 30min, and the protein concentrations in the
supernatants were determined with a BCA protein assay kit
(Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Haimen, China). The proteins
were fractionated by 10% SDS-PAGE and then transferred to PVDF
membranes that were then probed with specific antibodies of
interest. Afterwards, the membranes were further incubated with
horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse and
goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibodies for 1 h at room
temperature. Detection was performed on an imaging system
(Tanon Science & Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) after
reaction with an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent
(Beyotime).

Immunoprecipitation (IP)
Cell lysates from cells of interest were prepared in RIPA buffer.
After clarification and concentration determination, equal
amounts of total proteins were incubated with specific antibodies
overnight at 4 °C and then incubated with Protein A+ G beads for
1 h at room temperature. After washing, the protein-containing
beads were collected and boiled in 2× SDS loading dye before
being subjected to IB assays.

Reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR)
Total RNA was extracted and purified from 3 × 106 cells using
TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. The RNA was then subjected to reverse transcription into
first-strand complementary DNA using a cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Beyotime). PCR amplification was performed with the following

primers: for USP10, 5′-GTGACACTTTGCCGAGAAC-3′ (forward) and
5′-TCCGCCTCCACATTAGAAC-3′ (reverse); for CCND1, 5′-AAAATGC
CAGAGGCGGATGA-3′ (forward) and 5′-GAAAGTGCGTTGTGCGGT
AG-3′ (reverse); and for GAPDH, 5′-AATCCCATCACCATCTTCC-3′
(forward) and 5′- CATCACGCCACAGTTTCC-3′ (reverse). The RT-PCR
products were visualized with GoldView staining agent (Transgen,
Beijing, China) following electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels.

USP10 lentivirus construction
To generate a USP10-expressing lentivirus, a cDNA fragment of
USP10 was generated by using the following primers: 5′-
CCGCTCGAGATGGCCCTCCACAGCCC-3′ (forward) and 5′-
TGCTTCGAATTACAGCAGGTCCACTCGG-3′ (reverse). The USP10
cDNA was inserted into a pLVX-AcGFP lentiviral vector (Clontech)
between the XhoI and BstBI sites. USP10 knockdown was achieved
by using the CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technique with the
following primers: 5′-CACCGGACTCCTCGATCTTCAGTTG-3′ and 5′-
AAACCAACTGAAGATCGAGGAGTCC-3′. The viral particles were
prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Shanghai
GeneChem Co., Ltd.). The plasmids were cotransfected into
HEK293T cells with the calcium precipitation method. Viruses
were obtained 72 h later from the transfected cells.

Cycloheximide (CHX) chase assay
After being transfected with plasmids of interest for 24 h,
HEK293T cells were treated with CHX (100 μg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich)
for the indicated periods as needed. Cell lysates were then
prepared for SDS-PAGE and IB assays with specific antibodies.

Screening of inducers of GBM cell death
Pre-plated U251 and HS683 cells in 96-well plates were incubated
with each compound (10 µM) from the Natural Product Collection
provided by Target Molecule Corp., Wellesley Hills, MA. Twenty-
four hours later, cell viability was evaluated by MTT assay [15].
Compounds that resulted in <75% cell viability in both cell lines
were singled out for further study.

Cell viability, proliferation, and apoptosis assays
GBM cells were seeded in 96-well plates and treated with AVT
(MedChemExpress LLC, Monmouth Junction, USA) for 48 h before
being subjected to MTT assay. To determine apoptosis, cells
treated with AVT were stained with Annexin V-fluorescein
isothiocyanate (Annexin V-FITC) and propidium iodide (PI)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (MultiSciences
Biotech Co., Ltd., Hangzhou, China). The stained cells were
analyzed on a flow cytometer (FACSCalibur®, Becton Dickinson).
To measure cell proliferation, cells treated with AVT were stained
with a Cell-LightTM EdU Apollo567 In Vitro Kit (RiboBio,
Guangzhou, China) and further analyzed by fluorescence
microscopy.

Statistical analyses
Statistical differences between the control and the experimental
groups were analyzed by Student’s t test. All statistical tests were
two-sided, and a P value < 0.05 was considered to indicate
statistical significance.

RESULTS
CCND1 is highly expressed in GBM
CCND1 is frequently dysregulated in many cancers, including
multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma, due to chromoso-
mal translocations and other undefined mechanisms [16]. CCND1
dysregulation is also found in some low-grade gliomas, e.g.,
oligodendrogliomas [7], but it remains unknown whether it occurs
in GBM, the most advanced form of glioma. To investigate this
possibility, we first evaluated CCND1 expression levels in GBM
based on public databases at www.oncomine.org. CCND1 was
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found to be highly expressed in GBM tissues compared with
normal brain tissues (Fig. 1a), and this difference was most
significant in stem cells [17]. As shown in Fig. 1b, the levels of
CCND1 in GBM-derived stem cells were eightfold greater than
those in normal brain stem cells [18]. These findings were
consistent with the results of an analysis of gene expression in
GBM patients with good and poor prognoses, which indicated
that CCND1 expression levels were 3.2-fold higher in patients with
poor prognosis than in those with good prognosis [18].

CCND1 interacts with USP10 in GBM
Given that CCND1 stability is important for cancer cell prolifera-
tion, some ubiquitin ligases and deubiquitinases have been
identified to modulate CCND1 ubiquitination and degradation in
proteasomes. We wondered whether any other deubiquitinases
can modulate CCND1 stability. In the analysis of CCND1
degradation process, we found that the deubiquitinase USP10
was able to interact with CCND1. As shown in Fig. 2a, b, when
USP10 and CCND1 plasmids were co-transfected into
HEK293T cells, reciprocal immunoprecipitation assays showed
that CCND1 (USP10) was present in the immunoprecipitates of
USP10 (CCND1). These findings were also recapitulated in GBM

cell lines (Fig. 2c, d). Therefore, USP10 and CCND1 interact with
each other in GBM cells.

USP10 prevents CCND1 from undergoing K48-linked
polyubiquitination in GBM cells
Because USP10 is a ubiquitin-specific protease and is able to
hydrolyze ubiquitin molecules from substrate proteins, we next
wondered whether USP10 is able to prevent CCND1 ubiquitina-
tion. To assess this possibility, we co-transfected USP10, Ub, and
CCND1 plasmids into HEK293T cells and performed IP/IB assays. As
shown in Fig. 3a, CCND1 could be heavily ubiquitinated; however,
in the presence of USP10, the polyubiquitination levels were
markedly reduced. This finding was also recapitulated in GBM cells
after enforced expression of USP10. As shown in Fig. 3b,
USP10 significantly decreased the polyubiquitination levels in
both U251 and HS683 cells. It has been reported that ubiquitina-
tion can occur at any lysine residues in ubiquitin proteins and that
each specific ubiquitination type will lead to a unique fate for the
target proteins. The two most prominent types are the K48- and
K63-linked polyubiquitination types. Therefore, we generated K48-
and K63-intact ubiquitin plasmids and transfected them into
HEK293T cells with or without USP10. Subsequent analyses

Fig. 1 CCND1 is highly expressed in GBM. a Relative expression of CCND1 in normal brain vs GBM tissues. b Relative expression of CCND1 in
neural stem cells (NSCs) and glioblastoma-derived stem cells (GDSCs).

Fig. 2 USP10 interacts with CCND1. a, b HEK293T cells were co-transfected with Myc-USP10 and Flag-CCND1 for 48 h, and then cell lysates
were prepared. The lysates were subjected to reciprocal immunoprecipitation (IP)/immunoblot (IB) analyses with specific antibodies, as
indicated. c, d GBM cell lines were incubated with anti-USP10 or anti-CCND1 antibodies overnight and then subjected to IB with specific
antibodies as indicated. Total cell lysates (TCLs) were subjected to IB as loading controls.
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revealed that CCND1 was mainly ubiquitinated in a K48-linked
manner and that this modification could be strikingly ablated by
USP10 (Fig. 3c). Moreover, this finding was also confirmed in GBM
cells. As shown in Fig. 3d, upon overexpression of USP10, K48-
linked ubiquitination, but not K63-linked ubiquitination, was
markedly reduced. Therefore, USP10 interacts with CCND1 and
prevents its K48-linked polyubiquitination.

USP10 stabilizes CCND1 in GBM cells
The above findings showed that USP10 prevents CCND1 from
K48-linked polyubiquitination, a hallmark of protein degradation
in proteasomes; therefore, we wondered whether USP10 can
stabilize CCND1. To this end, USP10 was overexpressed or
knocked down in HEK293T cells, and CCND1 abundance was
measured by IB analysis. As shown in Fig. 4a, b, overexpression of
USP10 increased CCND1 protein levels in a concentration-
dependent manner (Fig. 4a), while knockdown decreased CCND1
protein levels (Fig. 4b). To verify this finding in GBM, USP10 was
overexpressed in U251 and HS683 cells, and the subsequent assay
showed that CCND1 was increased in both cell lines (Fig. 4c).
Moreover, a CHX chase assay in which de novo protein synthesis
was inhibited by cycloheximide showed that the half-life of
CCND1 was shorter than 1 h; however, when USP10 was
introduced, CCND1 stability was strikingly increased, and its half-
life was extended to ~4 h (Fig. 4d, e). This finding was also

confirmed in U251 cells (Fig. 4f). Therefore, USP10 stabilizes
CCND1 by interacting with CCND1 and preventing its K48-linked
polyubiquitination.

USP10 promotes GBM cell proliferation
Several Dubs, such as USP39 [19] and USP48 [20], have been
found in GBM cells and contribute to GBM growth and
progression. We next wondered whether inhibition of USP10
can lead to GBM cell death. To explore this possibility, after USP10
knockdown, U251 and HS683 cells were subjected to apoptosis
analysis using Annexin V staining and flow cytometric assays. As
shown in Fig. 5a, when USP10 was knocked down by CRISPR/CAS-
9, CCND1 expression was markedly reduced. Accordingly, the
fractions of Annexin V-positive cells were strikingly increased in
both cell lines (Fig. 5b), indicating that knockdown of USP10
resulted in GBM cell apoptosis. Because CCND1 is a key factor
controlling cell cycle progression from G1 to S phase, we next
measured the cell cycle in both U251 and HS683 cells after USP10
knockout. As expected, both cell lines were arrested in the G1
phase following USP10 knockdown (Fig. 5c), which was consistent
with CCND1 degradation, as shown in Fig. 5a. Finally, USP10 was
found to promote GBM cell proliferation. As shown in Fig. 5d,
when cells were infected with a USP10-expressing lentivirus,
increased DNA incorporation of EdU, an analog of uridine, was
observed during active DNA synthesis, an indicator of cell

Fig. 3 USP10 prevents CCND1 from undergoing K48-linked polyubiquitination. a HEK293T cells were transfected with Flag-USP10, Myc-
CCND1, and HA-Ub plasmids for 48 h and then subjected to IP/IB assays with specific antibodies as indicated. b U251 and HS683 cells were
infected with lentiviruses expressing USP10 for 72 h. Then, cell lysates were prepared, and IP/IB assays were performed. c HEK293T cells were
transfected with Flag-USP10, Myc-CCND1, K48-HA-Ub and K63-HA-Ub plasmids for 48 h, and then IP/IB assays were performed with specific
antibodies as indicated. d U251 cells were infected with lentiviruses expressing USP10. Forty-eight hours later, cells were collected for lysate
preparation and IP/IB assays as indicated.
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proliferation. Therefore, USP10 promotes GBM cell proliferation,
while inhibition of USP10 leads to GBM cell cycle arrest and
apoptosis.

The natural product AVT induces GBM cell apoptosis
Given that inhibition of USP10 induces GBM cell death, we
wondered whether any natural products are able to induce GBM
cell death by targeting USP10. To investigate, we screened the
natural product library composed of ~1400 compounds. The cell
viability assay showed that AVT, one of the most active valpotriate
components derived from the herbal plant Valeriana jatamansi
Jones [21], displayed potent GBM cell death-inducing activity in
both cell lines (Fig. 6a). To confirm this finding, GBM cells were
treated with increasing concentrations of AVT. As shown in Fig. 6b,
AVT at 4 µM induced ~40% GBM cell death within 24 h as
determined by Annexin V staining, and this effect was
concentration-dependent. Moreover, cell viability was also
decreased in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 6c). The
occurrence of apoptosis was also confirmed by PARP and Caspase-

3 cleavage (Fig. 6d), the hallmark of apoptosis. In accordance, the
expression of pro-survival proteins, including Bcl-2 and Mcl-1, was
downregulated in a concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 6e).
Therefore, the natural product AVT induces GBM cell death.

AVT promotes CCND1 degradation by inhibiting USP10
deubiquitinating function
Because AVT is able to induce GBM cell apoptosis, we wondered
whether it can alter USP10 function in association with
CCND1 stability. To assess this possibility, GBM cells were treated
with AVT and then subjected to IB assays. As shown in Fig. 7a
and c, AVT downregulated CCND1 protein expression in a
concentration-dependent manner but did not significantly alter
CCND1 mRNA expression (Fig. 7b, d). This finding suggests that
AVT might interfere with USP10 activity related to CCND1
ubiquitination. Therefore, we next measured CCND1 ubiquitina-
tion levels in the presence of both USP10 and AVT. This assay was
first performed in HEK293T cells. As shown in Fig. 7e, USP10
reduced CCND1 ubiquitination levels, but the levels were restored

Fig. 4 USP10 stabilizes CCND1 in glioblastoma. a HEK293T cells were transfected with Myc-USP10 and Myc-CCND1 for 48 h, after which IB
assays were performed with the indicated antibodies. b USP10 was knocked down in HEK293T cells with siUSP10 for 48 h, and then an IB assay
was performed. c U251 and HS683 cells were infected with lentiviruses expressing USP10 for 96 h, and then cell lysates were prepared. The
lysates were subjected to IB assay as indicated. d HEK293T cells were transfected with Flag-USP10 and Myc-CCND1 for 24 h and then treated
with CHX for 0–4 h. The cell lysates were used for IB analysis to measure the protein levels of USP10 and CCND1. e The intensities of the
CCND1 protein bands from (d) compared to those of β-tubulin bands were analyzed with ImageJ® software. f U251 cells were transfected with
Myc-USP10. Ninety-six hours later, the cells were treated with CHX for 0–4 h. The cell lysates were used for IB analysis to measure the protein
levels of USP10 and CCND1.
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by AVT. Moreover, the effects of AVT on CCND1 were markedly
reduced by overexpression of USP10 (Fig. 7e). Furthermore, AVT
strikingly increased CCND1 polyubiquitination in both GBM cell
lines while decreasing CCND1 levels (Fig. 7f). Therefore, AVT
induces GBM cell death by suppressing the USP10/CCND1 axis.

DISCUSSION
The experiments in this study revealed that USP10 interacts with
and prevents K48-linked polyubiquitination of CCND1, therefore
stabilizing CCND1, and that inhibition of USP10/CCND1 leads to
GBM cell apoptosis.
USP10 is a ubiquitin-specific protease that cleaves conjugated

ubiquitin molecules from substrate proteins. USP10 has been
found to be expressed in many cancer types, including non-small
cell lung cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, prostate cancer,
leukemia and others. USP10 has been demonstrated to inhibit
lung cancer cell growth and invasion by stabilizing PTEN [22] while
inhibiting p53 signaling and contributes to the poor outcomes of
patients with prostate cancer [23]. USP10 also promotes colon

cancer proliferation by deubiquitinating Musashi-2 [24]. One study
has revealed that USP10 expression is approximately twofold
higher in GBM brain tumor tissues than in normal brain tissues, as
determined by real-time quantitative low-density array, and
suggested that USP10 expression is highly associated with poor
clinical outcomes [25]. The present study reveals that USP10
targets CCND1 and promotes GBM survival.
CCND1, a key factor promoting cancer cell cycle progression,

survival and proliferation, is a typical substrate of the ubiquitin-
proteasome pathway. Specific ubiquitin ligases for CCND1 have
been identified, including FBX4 [26]. Some deubiquitinases,
including USP2a and USP22 [11], have also been identified as
modulators of CCND1 stability [10], but their roles in GBM are not
known. The present study adds USP10 as a novel deubiquitinase
for CCND1. As demonstrated in the study, USP10 can bind to
CCND1 and prevent it from undergoing K48-linked polyubiquiti-
nation, therefore increasing CCND1 stability and promoting GBM
cell proliferation and survival. Accordingly, suppression of USP10
leads to GBM cell apoptosis, which lays a solid basis for the
treatment of GBM via targeting of USP10/CCND1.

Fig. 5 Knockdown of USP10 leads to GBM cell apoptosis. a, b Knockdown was conducted in glioma cell lines by using CRISPR/Cas9 gene
editing for 48 h, after which an IB assay (a), Annexin V/PI staining and flow cytometric analyses (b) were performed. c After knockdown of
USP10 by CRISPR/CAS9, U251 and HS683 cells were collected for treatment with ice-cold 75% ethanol overnight. After washing, the cells were
subjected to PI staining and flow cytometric analysis. d U251 and HS683 cells were incubated with EdU for 12 h. The cells were then fixed and
permeabilized before being detected on a fluorescence microscope.
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Moreover, we identified that AVT, a traditional herbal product,
induces GBM cell apoptosis by suppressing USP10/CCND1
expression. AVT is extracted from the root of an herbal plant in
Valeriana, a genus of flowering plants in the family Caprifoliaceae
[27]. Valeriana grows across the world, including in Northern
America and Europe and especially in many countries in Asia. In
general, Valeriana is well tolerated, with side effects such as
dizziness, hangover-like symptoms or headache reported occa-
sionally [28]; therefore, active components from Valeriana roots
are traditionally used as herbal remedies for many neurological
conditions, including insomnia, anxiety, stress, depression, atten-
tion deficit disorder, chronic fatigue syndrome, tremors, and
epilepsy, especially in Asia [29]. The present study added that AVT
is effective in inhibiting USP10 activity, therefore leading to

CCND1 polyubiquitination accumulation that results in CCND1
degradation. This finding is further supported by the measure-
ment of CCND1 mRNA, which indicated that AVT downregulated
CCND1 protein expression but not CCND1 mRNA expression.
Because CCND1 is a key switch in cell cycle progression, cancer
cell proliferation and survival, inhibition of CCND1 has been
demonstrated to induce cancer cell apoptosis [30]. Consistent with
this finding, AVT inhibits GBM proliferation and induces GBM cell
apoptosis by inducing CCND1 degradation and arresting the cell
cycle at the G1 phase. This finding also shows that targeting the
USP10/CCND1 axis could be a potential strategy for the treatment
of GBM.
In conclusion, the present study, for the first time, identifies

USP10 as a novel deubiquitinase of CCND1 that prevents

Fig. 6 AVT induces glioma cell apoptosis and inhibits glioma cell proliferation. a U251 and HS683 cells were separately plated in 96-well
plates and then incubated with each compound from a natural product collection for 24 h. Cell viability was evaluated by MTT assay. AVT is
indicated by the arrow in both cell line assays. b U251 and HS683 cells were treated with AVT for 24 h and then subjected to Annexin V/PI
staining and flow cytometric analyses. c Glioma cell lines were treated with AVT for 24 h and then subjected to an MTT assay. d U251 and
HS683 cells were treated with AVT for 24 h before being lysed and subjected to IB assays against the PARP and Caspase-3 proteins. e The cell
lysates from (d) were subjected to IB assays against pro-survival proteins.
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Fig. 7 AVT prevents CCND1 deubiquitination by USP10 and induces CCND1 protein degradation. a, b Glioma cells were treated with AVT
for 24 h and then subjected to IB (a) or RT-PCR (b) analysis to evaluate the expression of specific genes. c–d The protein and mRNA levels of
USP10 and CCND1 from (a) and (b) were analyzed by densitometry of each band. e USP10 and CCND1 plasmids were co-transfected into
HEK293T cells for 12 h, after which the cells were treated with AVT. Twenty-four hours later, cell lysates were prepared and subjected to an IP/
IB assay. f Glioma cell lines were treated with AVT for 24 h, after which cell lysates were prepared. IP/IB assays were performed as indicated.
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K48-linked polyubiquitination of CCND1. Because both USP10 and
CCND1 are dysregulated in GBM and predict poor prognosis,
suppression of the USP10/CCND1 axis with natural products such
as AVT might be a novel therapeutic strategy.
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